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Giorgione’s
A

s its two-word name explains - 'Castel' =

continued as such

originally a tax-exempt Mediaeval town. Its imposing

throughout the first half

red-brick square castle was erected on an extant

of the last century, and

embankment in the late 12th century by the nearby

has been a lively crafts

Mediaeval Council of Treviso, just North of Pieve Nova

centre and an important

village on the Eastern bank of the Muson torrent, to

railway junction since the turn of the 19th century.

Padua and Vicenza.
During the early decades of the 14th century, the

Opposite:
the North-Western Tower, ramparts
and embankment of the Mediaeval
castle.
The Civic Tower with the clock and
St. Mark's Lion dating back to 1499.

From 1339 to 1797 it housed the Venetian podestà palace and during
the 17th and 18th centuries it was home to renowned scientists such as
Jacopo, Giordano and Vincenzo Riccati, architects such as Francesco Maria

original residential area of Bastia Vecchia, a defence

Preti, and musicians such as Agostino Steffani. What makes Castelfranco

mainstay in its own right, developed further, with a

Veneto stand out as a universally celebrated

hostel for travellers and the poor.

town however, is its being the hometown of

The Mediaeval ramparts of the fortified town, its

On the right, a view of Giorgione
Square with the “Paveion” (also
“Loggia dei Grani”).

livestock market, it

Castle, 'franco' = exempt - Castelfranco Veneto was

defend the treacherous borders with the territories of

Above, a detail of GIORGIONE'S
famous ALTARPIECE: enthroned
Madonna and Child.

N ATIVE T OWN

one of the most out-of-the-ordinary,

four corner towers and two side towers on the Eastern

mysterious personalities in the history of art,

and Southern flanks have been preserved almost in

the enigmatic genius of light and colour

their entirety. The eight hundred years' long history of

Giorgione (1478-1510). Two precious gems

Castelfranco Veneto is closely connected to its strategic

among the few works attributed to the painter

position in the middle of Veneto, which made it a

are housed inside the Castelfranco fortress:

stopping-place along routes connecting Venice, Germany

the hermetic Casa Marta-Pellizzari Frieze, and

and Flanders, and between Western Europe and the

the world-famous Altarpiece housed in the St.

Eastern plains. An important trading centre from its

Liberale Cathedral.

earliest days and the site of an ancient grain and

Castelfranco's double identity as a
fortified town on the one hand and Giorgione's
home-place on the other is documented for
posterity by the fascinated, enraptured responses
of poets, writers, and travellers who have
come here from far and wide over the years.

outside the Castle

The CASTLE measuring approximately
230 metres on each side was erected from the end of
the 12th century, and completed over the following
decades. Of the eight original towers, four corner towers,
the Tower of the Dead (Torre dei Morti) [2], built in

Below, a sketch of the
fortifications inside the Gate
of Treviso (also “porta franca”)
with (photo) a detail
of the parapet walk.
Below on the left, the Carraresi's
four-wheeled chart depicted
under the ceiling of
the Civic Tower.

On the right, a view
of the ramparts and
the South-Western Tower.
Below, a section of the
renovated parapet walk
near the Tower
named after
Giorgione.

inside the castle, consisting of two distinct bailies and encircled by a
moat. Outside the main ramparts, a prospective invader had to face

1246 on the Southern flank, and the magnificent Civic

a number of defensive barriers: the so-called “fratta”, a thorn bramble

Tower (Torre Civica) [1], are all that remain today. On

between the ramparts and the originally 21-25 m wide moat, the

the façade of the 43 m high Civic Tower you can see a

“bastia”, where Via S. Giacomo and Via Bastia Vecchia now pass, an

clock and the Istrian stone St. Mark's lion, the symbol

embankment, the “cerchia” (a section of exposed land), and an

of the Venetian Republic, both installed in 1499.

innermost moat, the so-called “fossato della cerchia”.
From January 24, 1339 to May 12, 1797, Castelfranco

The ramparts, towers and moat are

was under the control of the Venetian Republic, except for

all that remain of a composite war

the “Carrarese age” (1380-1388):

machine, the building of which

the emblem with a four-wheeled

commenced, as tradition has it, at the

chart visible just below the ceiling of

end of the 12th century, although it

the Civic Tower dates back to that time.

underwent enlargement and consolidation work throughout the 13th. First, the four

The War of Cambrai (1509-1517)

corner towers were built, then the ramparts. The castle was accessible via two gates

proved the military weakness of the castle, which

(the Gate of Treviso on the East, and the Gate of Cittadella on the West) complete

was incapable of withstanding the new siege strategies and

with sashes and drawbridges - which were replaced by brickwork bridges in the 16th

artillery shooting. Some portions of the ramparts were

century - and with Northern and Southern posterns (pedestrian gates).

demolished or fell into ruin, the outside embankments were

The ramparts, approximately 17 m high and 1.70 m thick and built without any
foundations, rest on a dry stone base made of coarse gravel, brick pieces, and
in-mix-killed lime, which is the same material used for ramparts, the bricks being a

You can visit the ramparts
and inside of the castle at

In the 19th century, after escaping
demolition planned in the 18th century, the

mere cover for the inner and outer façades. The

any time by following the

castle became the symbol of Castelfranco.

portion of preserved parapet walk is around 1.75 m

appropriate signs starting

The ramparts and towers became the

in width and is supported by small arches resting on

from St. Liberale Square

spectacular backdrop of the town. Between

stone shelves.
The castle was consolidated more on its Eastern

and leading through
alley-ways and small

1865 and 1869, the “Salata” bridge in front

squares boasting the most

of the Civic Tower, the “Beghi” bridge opposite the market place,

flank, half way along where the Civic Tower was

charming views.

the Promenade named after Dante and the Public Gardens on the

erected: its top was redesigned as we see it today

Guided tours and access

North-Eastern side were all created. The tower overlooking the

towards the end of the 15th century. In 1246, Ezzelino

6

turned into agricultural land by the locals.
TOURIST INFO

to the Giorgione Tower
can be booked at the

III da Romano improved the defensive capabilities of the Civic Tower just beyond

House of Giorgione

the Gate of Treviso - also called “Duty-Free Gate” with two “gironi” (keeps), a castle

(tel. 0423.725022).

gardens is called Giorgione Tower [3] because of the nearby
monument erected to the great painter in 1878.
7

inside the Castle

The THEATRE [4], originally planned in 1746 by Francesco

The ancient Pawnshop

Maria Preti (1701-1774), was built between 1754 and 1780, except for the

MONTE di PIETÀ [5] - also

called “Monte dei Pegni” - founded in 1493, was housed until 1825 in a

façade and the hall, added between 1853 and 1858 based on G. Meduna

stark, imposing building opposite the town hall, which was later demolished

and A. Barea's designs. The same architects were responsible for the

after it was transferred to the new Palace - now housing the Town Library.

refurbishment of the interior and its adaptation for the staging of operatic

From its foundation until the early 20th century, this Institution offered

works. Sold by the Theatre Society to the Municipality in 1970 for the token

loans to the poor of Castelfranco and the surrounding villages.

amount of 101,000 Italian liras, it was restored between 1973 and 1977.

The building has an

Today's Pawnshop Palace dates back to 1825-

unusual double role: an

1826: it was planned by Engineer Luigi Benini from

Assembly Hall for

Castelfranco around one of the noble Colonna

Academics in the day-time

family's Palaces of ca. 1560; the first floor still

and a theatre for drama

contains partial remains of frescoes by an

productions at night. Its

unknown painter showing hunting scenes, birds

excellent acoustics are

and dogs. In the mid-19th century, widespread

thanks to the proportions used in its design, based on the mathematical canons

poverty both in the town and the nearby country

of Francesco Maria Preti's original project: the parterre square, the half-circle row

areas led to the construction of new warehouses to

of boxes, the hall cube and the two identical rectangles of gallery and proscenium.

store the steadily increasing number of non-valuable

During the 19th century modifications ordered by Count Francesco Revedin, the

pawned goods such as household wares, clothes,

On the right, a view of the inside
of the Theatre from the stage.
Below, the Academic Theatre façade,
added between 1853 and 1858.

original rustic stonework cornice was eliminated, the
was restored, and the ceiling re-built and decorated
with new frescos by painter Sebastiano

Below, a drawing of the old Pawnshop
at the beginning of the 19th century.

sinusoidal line of the three superimposed rows of boxes

Santi depicting an allegory of

TOURIST INFO
The Academic Theatre is

guardian's house on the western side of
the yard were built between 1865 and
1869. Restored in three stages (1989-1991,
1999-2000, 2003-2004), the Palace has

TOURIST INFO
The Pawnshop Palace is
open to individual visitors

open to individual visitors

housed the Town Library since 1965: over

and Glory and handing out laurel

and groups during

100,000 books are preserved there,

opening hours (just ask a

branches to men of letters, scientists

exhibitions at the Gallery

including many rare and valuable volumes

member of staff). Group

Immortality sitting between Virtue

and artists native of Castelfranco. On

or by booking at the
Theatre Secretarial Office

dating from the 15th to the 18th centuries,

within Town Library

tours are only allowed
when the Library is closed

(tel. 0423.735660

manuscripts, parchments, and antique

further restored and its inauguration was

fax 0423.735662) or the

maps. The Library also contains the Town's

request is required).

marked by the staging of a production

Culture and School Office

Historical Archive (with ca. 7,000 books,

For visiting times and other

October 9, 1858 the building was

of Giuseppe Verdi's “Trovatore”.

8

etc. The aisles and the
On the right, the Pawnshop Palace
(1825-1826), now housing the
Town's Library.

(tel. 0423.735671
fax 0423.735685),

registries, and envelopes documenting

e-mail: teatro@comune.

the town's history from the 15th century to

castelfranco-veneto.tv.it.

1950).

to the public (a written

information please visit
www.bibliotecacastelfranco
veneto.tv.it or call
0423.735690.
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inside the Castle
PLACES OF WORSHIP, PALACES, and
ANCIENT DWELLINGS inside the town walls.
The best way to enter into the spirit of the town's eight centuries of history
is to stroll along the Mediaeval “Strata Magna” - today's Via F. M. Preti and take in the charm of the Castle's winding alleys and little squares,

Left to right, top to bottom:
Barbarella Home (16th century), now
housing the “A. Steffani Music School”.
A detail of the Town Hall façade
(1879-1880).
A gothic three-light mullioned window
of Costanzo Home (15th century).
Piacentini Palace façade (16th century)
The “Studiolo” Frieze (16th century).

where the vestiges of places of worship, palaces and the ancient dwellings
of noble families are testament to the public, economic, artistic and
religious life of the local community over the centuries.

Barbarella Home [12],
later Angaran Home (16th century), which houses the “Agostino
Angaran Music School”, the central part of which was built up

In the middle of the Castle, the Town Hall [6],

into a tower on the orders of Ferruccio Macola at the beginning

built between 1879 and 1880, was erected on the site

of the 20th century. In Vicolo del Paradiso, Costanzo Home

of the 15th century dwelling of the Venetian podestà.

[13] - now Menegotto - was probably originally a 14th century

The Oratory of Our Lady of Mercy (Oratorio della Beata

construction and served as the podestà's dwelling until 1410;

Vergine delle Grazie) [7], built beneath the Town Hall

the purchaser of Giorgione's Altarpiece Tuzio Costanzo, who

porch in 1713 as a tribute to an image of the Virgin Mary,

came to Castelfranco from Cyprus around 1475, owned it and

with frescoes by Castelfranco painter Cesare Castagnola,

lived in the house. The gothic style of this construction is appa-

had a number of miraculous healings attributed to it

rent in the three-light mullioned window decorated with the

between 1708 and 1712. On one corner of St. Liberale

Costanzo coat of arms in stone. In the upper floor salon the emblems of the Costanzos

Square, the 14th century Rainati Home [8], formerly Marta Home, contains some

and Vernis of Majorca are painted, the latter of which was the lineage of Tuzio's wife,

well-preserved frescoes with scenes from the literature of chivalry. In the Vetri Alley,

together with two fine painted fascias: in the first one, two naked ladies are represented

a 15th century house known as the “Studiolo” [9] was probably a meeting place for

among leaves and volutes against a dark red background, whereas in

Academics, and contains the remains of a frieze, the bright red background of which

the second one, winged sea horses, lions and sirens are depicted

TOURIST INFO
Visits to the Town Hall

is decorated with grey shoots, volutes and berries, pecking

among leaves against a golden background. Not far from the

birds, winged puttos with their eyes closed, one-colour

Cathedral, the sober 18th century façade of the Christ's Oratory

Home Music School

tondoes with allegorical scenes, and seven polychromous

(Oratorio del Cristo) [14] originally dates back to the Middle Ages

(tel. 0423.495170), and

emblems of local and Venetian noble families - among which

and was later the home to the Confraternita (Brotherhood) dei Battuti.

the Costanzos, the Martas, the Dottos, and the Moros - are

Beyond the Cathedral, in Vicolo della Chiesa, you will find the 18th

variously represented. A mysterious blind, deaf and mute old

century Barea Home [15], former home of architect Francesco Maria

are permitted during

woman - probably an allegory of Ignorance - faces the visitor

Preti's, and place of his death in 1774.

opening times.

(tel. 0423.7354), Barbarella

the “Studiolo”, owned by
the town council of Castelfranco (tel. 0423.735671)

Call the Cathedral's

from the false fireplace cowl. Along Vicolo

Secretarial Office

Montebelluna, the rustic façade of the 16th century

(tel. 0423.495202) to

Piacentini Palace [10] - now Menegotto, and the

arrange a visit to Christ's
Oratory. Our Lady of Mercy

Almerigo de Castellis [11] dating from the same

Oratory is open from dawn

period can be seen. In Via Garibaldi stands

to sunset.

11

inside the Castle

The CATHEDRAL Duomo di S. Maria Assunta e
S. Liberale [16] (designed in 1723 by architect F. M. Preti) was erected starting
from 1724 where a pre-existing Romanesque church was. First open to cult in
April 1746, it was left without the dome and the hall as originally designed by
Preti. Today's façade was erected in 1892-1893. A genuine museum, it preserves

Below, a sketch of the Cathedral Duomo di S. Maria Assunta e
S. Liberale (1724-1746).
On the left, the façade of the Cathedral (added in 1892-1893).
On the right, the Temperance fresco by Paolo Caliari
“il Veronese” housed in the Cathedral's vestry.
Below, Dinner in Emmaus by Paolo Piazza
housed in the Cathedral's Vestry.

the very famous Giorgione's Altarpiece, while the vestry hosts works by
illustrious painters from Veneto (P. Veronese, J. Da Ponte, P. Damini).

definitely lost as was the old Costanzo chapel.
Besides Giorgione's famous Altarpiece, the
Cathedral houses many an artwork, including

This church is the first work by architect Francesco
Maria Preti but it is also the most comprehensive and

the choir altarpiece representing Christ's
Descent to the Limbo by Veronese's collaborator

finest work of his large production of designs, containing

Giovanni Battista Ponchini (ca. 1500-1570), St. Sebastian's Martyrdom

all those architectural concepts of his own that were later

by Palma il Giovane (1544-1628) on the right side, and Our Lady's

re-used in other local churches (Vallà, Salvatronda, Caselle

Altar (in the cross-vault apse) by sculptor Giuseppe Bernardi

d'Altivole, Tombolo), the Academic Theatre, Villa Pisani in

“il Torretto” (1694-1773). The amazing vestry gallery

Strà, and Villa Corner in

features seven fragments of the frescoes that Paolo

Cavasagra di Vedelago. Preti took

Caliari “il Veronese” (1528-1588) painted for Villa

Palladio's Redentore Church in Venice - and

Soranza in Treville, which was demolished at the

probably also the Gesuati Church in Venice - as

end of the 19th century: Time and Fame (on the

a reference model. Inside the building, Preti

ceiling), Justice, Temperance (on the right wall),

applied his own concepts, and particularly the

and four ovals showing winged puttos. Among the

harmonic mean proportion (the height of the only

most significant works of this gallery

bright nave is the harmonic mean of its length and

there are also a Dinner in Emmaus

width). On each side of the nave there are three

and the Consecration of Bishop St. Nicolò

intercommunicating chapels elevated by three steps.
The inside is completely encircled by a series of

Pietro Damini from Castelfranco (1592-1631), Presentation

Ionic-style columns on plinths. The cross vault - with Preti's tombstone in the

in the Temple by Palma il Giovane and St. Rocco at the Foot of the

middle - ends in semi-circular apses and is interrupted where the originally

Madonna with Child attributed to Jacopo da Ponte “il Bassano”

planned dome should have been. The cross vault, culminating in semi-circular

(ca. 1515-1592).

The Cathedral is open to
visitors free-of-charge from
9 to 12 a.m. and from 3 to
6 p.m.
Ask the Sacristan if you
wish to visit the Vestry
Gallery.
During the celebration of

apses on either side, is cut off at the drum. The square presbytery with its

Mass, access is not

ribbed vault supported by four corner columns ends in a semi-circular choir

permitted. Information:

installed following an opening of the Mediaeval ramparts ordered by the
Venetian Senate. The construction of the Cathedral did not only involve the

12

by Paolo Piazza (1560-1621), Annunciation by

TOURIST INFO

Giorgione's Home
tel. 0423.725022
fax 0423.735689

demolition of a section of the ramparts, but also the knocking down of an

direzione@bibliotecacastel

ancient Romanesque church, a sanctuary of the town's heritage which was

francoveneto.tv.it
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G i o r g i o n e
GIORGIONE's ALTARPIECE
(Cathedral of St. Maria Assunta and St. Liberale).
This painting, measuring 200.5 x 144.5 cm and probably dating back to
ca. 1503-1504 was commissioned by Tuzio Costanzo for his family's chapel

On the left, the Costanzos' coat of arms.
On the right, the Altarpiece in the
Costanzo Family Chapel, Duomo
di S. Maria Assunta e S. Liberale,
by Giorgione (1478-1510):
enthroned Madonna and Child with
Sts. Francis and Nicasio (ca. 1503-1504).

on the occasion of the death of his son Matteo which happened some time
between the spring of 1503 and the summer of 1504. Matteo is shown
wearing armour on the tombstone, which was originally embedded in a

innovative for the

lateral wall.

Renaissance Veneto
Inside the Cathedral, on the right of the presbytery,
the enigmatic, charming personality of Giorgione

famous paintings (The

- who was born in Castelfranco Veneto ca. 1478 and

Tempest, The Old Woman,

died in Venice in 1510 - manifests itself in the

The Three Philosophers,

extraordinary composition and poetic fantasy of his

and the Frieze of Marta-

Altarpiece commissioned by Tuzio Costanzo, a

Pellizzari Home) allegories are pushed as far as inscrutability, whereas the

soldier, for the family chapel on the occasion of his son

Altarpiece with the brightness of its colours shows the finest interpretation of the

Matteo's death. Matteo is represented in a bas-relief on

Venetian tonal painting of the second half of the 15th century, where images were

his tombstone, now located at the foot of the altar.

skilfully created by superimposing various thin layers of colours, i.e. skipping the

The painting - one of the few works

drawing (the “pittura sanza disegno” referred to by Giorgio Vasari in its Lives,

unquestionably attributed to Giorgione - probably dates back to 1503-1504,

published in 1550), and where a soft wrapping chiaroscuro eliminated any

though some critics tend to date it as 1500. The enthroned Madonna and Child

dramatic passage from light to shade and vice-versa. The revolutionary significance

are depicted against a landscape background. Nearby, Sts. Francis and Nicasio: the

of Giorgione's Altarpiece lies in the fact that it is radically different from the hitherto

latter, holding the emblem of the Knights of Malta, also known as

traditional style of altarpieces (see Piero della Francesca, Ercole

“Gerosolomitani” or “Giovanniti”, was once identified with St. George or St. Liberale

de' Roberti, Antonello da Messina), which somewhat influenced

- the patron saint of Castelfranco and Treviso. St. Nicasio had belonged to the

Giorgione's contemporaries including Giovanni Bellini and Lorenzo

Order of the Knights of Malta and, after his death as a martyr in 1187, he was

Lotto. He ruled out any possible reference to stately or

and from 3 to 6 p.m.

worshipped together with St. Francis, especially in Messina, Sicily, the native town

ecclesiastical interiors and presented an almost unnatural,

Giorgione's Home is open

of Tuzio, also a Knight of Malta like other members of his family.

exaggeratedly high throne bathed in an effusion of light, with a

Access subject to an

background which features an undulating country landscape

entrance fee. Facilities:

The painting, which rests on a support of poplar boards, underwent a series
of renovation works, not always with happy results, starting in the 17th century,

14

painting. In his other

stretching out into the distance in a “pyramid-like” artistic form.

and suffered from traumatic effects including the notorious theft of December 10,

The two miniature armoured men and the ruins of a fortified

1972. In 2002-2003 it was finally submitted to a complex and accurate renovation

village are a hint at war; a source of grief and death. An atmosphere

before the Venice exhibition devoted to Giorgione “Le maraviglie dell'arte", which

of absolute silence impregnates the whole scene and pervades the

took place at the Academy Galleries from November 1, 2003 to February 22, 2004.

half-light of the chapel.

The Castelfranco Altarpiece introduced some elements that were strongly

TOURIST INFO
The Altarpiece may be
viewed from 9 to 12 a.m.

everyday except Monday.

bookshop; video-room;
guided tours on demand.
Visiting time: 9-12.30 a.m.,
3-6.30 p.m.
tel. 0423.725022
fax 0423.735689
direzione@biblioteca
castelfrancoveneto.tv.it
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G i o r g i o n e
A red velvet curtain separates the two “subject areas” of the composition;

rampant lion, and the coat of

Madonna and Child, the lower part as the sacred realm at the foot of the throne

arms of the Vernis, the noble

where St. Nicasio (personifying courage) and St. Francis (personifying piety)

family of Tuzio's wife Isabel,

turn their meditative gaze towards the onlooker and devotee in an intimate,

originally from Majorca. The

contemplative dimension.

engraving on the tombstone

More recent studies on the Altarpiece have proposed some new and

shows a date - August 1504 - as a

interesting interpretations, all of which, amongst other things, are based on the

likely clue to the chapel's erection

analysis of the original interior arrangement of the Costanzo chapel in the old

date. On the opposite wall Tuzio's

church (renovated in 1467), which was demolished in 1724 to make way for

own tomb was embedded as he had disposed by will in 1510. The vault and

the new Preti's Cathedral. In fact, today's chapel - inaugurated in September

walls were frescoed - maybe by Giorgione himself - with the blessing Redeemer,

1935 - has created a relationship between the Altarpiece and the tombstone

the four Evangelists in as many tondos, and decorative arabesques. So, unlike

Below, the tombstone of
Matteo Costanzo.
On the right, Giorgione (?),
a self-portrait as David
(ca. 1510),
Braunschweig, Herzog
Anton Ulrich-Museum.

that differs dramatically from the one documented early in

today, neither the Virgin and Child nor the two Saints were addressing their

the 16th century. Another possible clue is the identification of

look at Matteo's embedded tombstone at that time. As previously said, St. Nicasio

the “cube” underlying the throne with a porphyry

and St. Francis looked at the devotee approaching the altar. As for the Virgin

“sarcophagus”.

and particularly the Child, some radiographic analyses have revealed alterations

The chapel - built after 1467 - probably became property

to the position of their eyes: from towards the onlooker to downwards in the

of the Costanzo family when Tuzio - the purchaser of the Altarpiece - moved to

final version. Their sad, grieving stare is directed at the porphyry “sarcophagus”

Castelfranco ca. 1465, where he had bought the namesake house (now home of

as the symbolic tomb of the Costanzos, ideally and visibly connected to the

the Menegotto family) in Vicolo del Paradiso. Tuzio Costanzo, the son of Viceroy

tombs on the lateral walls by the painted coat of arms. In this way, the Virgin

of Cyprus Muzio, was born in Messina, then moved to Cyprus in the service of

and Child's gazes connect the two “subject areas” of the Altarpiece, which

Queen Caterina Cornaro. This was wife to the King of Cyprus James II and

would otherwise be irreparably set apart. According to this interpretation, it

spent her so-called “golden exile” in Asolo (not far from here). Later on, Tuzio

was the need to add the “sarcophagus” - the subject of frequent amendments

became a celebrated “condottiere” of the Venetian Republic. In the former

and “repentances” by the painter - that inspired him to adopt the “pyramid-like

chapel, his son Matteo's tomb was built into a lateral wall and covered with the

architecture” of the Altarpiece. Porphyry was chosen as an epitome of

stone-plate that now lies at the foot of the altar. Matteo died of fever in Ravenna

mourning and royalty at the same time, since it was almost exclusively used for

at the age of 23: it was between the spring of

the tombs of Roman Emperors, Mediaeval Popes, and Norman and Swabian

1503 and the summer of 1504 during a war

Sovereigns in Tuzio's Sicily : of course, this alluded to the dignity and nobility

campaign conducted by the Serenissima

of the Costanzos and to the viceroy position of the commissioner's father.

Republic. The bas-relief shows a young
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meaning rib - overlooked by a

the upper part representing the world of human deeds with an image of the

Today the restored Altarpiece, protected by a controlled micro-climate

armoured soldier with a sword on his side

display case, attracts visitors from all over the world and, notwithstanding the

and a cap on his flowing hair. On either side

1935 new arrangement of the chapel, Giorgione's masterpiece continues to

of his head, the Costanzo coat of arms, the

capture the onlooker's emotions through the calmness of its landscape, the

same appearing on the “sarcophagus”

deep-felt silence of the characters, and the mute dignity of the young Matteo

underlying the throne, with six human ribs

Costanzo.

- in Italian, Costanzo contains the word “costa”
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G i o r g i o n e
occupies one third of the fresco. In Giorgione's time, astronomic research was a

GIORGIONE's HOME [17] owes its name to a

means of predicting future human events - in a word, it was a tool used in astrology.

Frieze (ca. 1502-1503) which has been attributed to Giorgione. The

This science-based astrology was conceptualised towards the end of the 15th century

Southern section of the building (with its gothic half-window) was restored

by Giovanni Battista Abioso and Giovanni da Monteregio.

and extended to the north between the end of the 15th and the beginning
of the 16th century. The house, previously belonging to the historic
Barbarella, Marta, Trevisan and Pellizzari families, had a part which faced
the Cathedral knocked down in 1831. The property, restored in 2003 by
Fondazione Cassamarca, now belongs to the town council.

Books, ink pots, spectacles, a sandglass, and two paper scrolls all hint at the
fleeting nature of time and at the nobleness and eternity of virtue, and alternate
with the head of an old Arabian wise man (possibly Averroes?). Next follows a
representation of the Great Conjunction of Saturn, Jupiter and Mars in Cancer

-

The walls of the main
hall (first floor) are decorated
with two yellow soil monochrome friezes (the Eastern
one measuring 77 x 1588
cm, the Western one 76 x 1574 cm), illuminated by white lead glosses and shaded
by touches of bistre. The Eastern frieze - the only one attributed to Giorgione - is
full of esoteric and allegorical scenes, rendered in an apparently purely descriptive

Marta-Pellizzari Home:
Giorgione's Frieze
(Eastern section).

which happened between October 1503 and June 1504 - the eclipse
of the sun of 1502 and the total eclipse of the moon of 1504. All

these astronomic events were seen as ominous forecasts, bringing cosmic imbalance

sequence of instruments and objects alternating with

and terrible catastrophes in war, the latter emphasised by the nearby war trophies.

tondos representing illustrious men, with mottos

The wrath of God invades humanity, and there is no future for knowledge or art.

written on paper scrolls including Bible extracts,
excerpts from Sallustius' Bellum Catilinae and from
Publilius Syrus' Sententiae. The hermetic character of
this frieze has led critics to speculate on a wide range of

Decay does not spare music or painting either: musical instruments lay mute or
with no strings, in the painter's studio partial drawings and mediocre sketches for
paintings and perspective studies are littered around as if abandoned. The motto of
the second-last scroll quotes Si prudens esse cupis in futura prospectum intende

interpretations. One of the most widespread of these identifies the

("If you wish to be wise, turn your look to the future”): which alludes to the theory

leitmotiv with the awareness of the frailty of the human condition and the

that wisdom and reason are the only means for man and art to restore an optimistic

glorification of Virtue and Fame attainable through the Liberal Arts - Literature,
Astronomy, Music, and Painting. These help human beings to overcome the

future.
An anonymous, less inspired painter has randomly added other objects and

material dimension that is typical of Mechanical Arts. Another possible interpretation,

casually arranged plates in the Western frieze. At the beginning, weapons and

less widespread though quite intriguing, gives Giorgione's work an astrological

armour, musical instruments and other objects appear as if badly copied from

explanation based on the prominent role played by the astronomic section - which

Giorgione's own Frieze. Further on, tools and objects relating to the Mechanical Arts
- horse-riding, navigation and the smithy's craft. The Frieze ends with
an image of death: the swollen face of a man with the eyes shut and a
moustache, another pointer that was perhaps meant to lead the
onlooker back to the initial Eastern Frieze motto, quoting “Our time
is a mere shadow passing by”.
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GIORGIONE Square, Corso XXIX APRILE,
PALAZZETTO PRETI, St. JAMES' Church
and Monastery. The charming view of Giorgione Square - formerly
Market Square - is flanked by a sequence of houses and palaces extending all
along Corso XXIX Aprile. Palazzetto Preti (also Hospital Palace), and St. James'
Church and Monastery, both located in the Mediaeval Bastia Vecchia quarter,
date back to the 18th century.

Left to right, top to bottom:
Palazzetto Preti, also “dell'Ospedale”,
designed by F.M. Preti and built
between 1761 and 1769.
Novello (left) and Spinelli (right) Palaces,
St. James' Church, and, on the background,
the Borgo di Treviso town quarter.
Monument to Giorgione (1878).
The “Paveion” or “Loggia dei Grani”,
Giorgione Square.
Cloister of St. James' (or Servi di Maria) Monastery
with the bell tower of St. James' Church.

The history of Giorgione Square [18]

of Castelfranco are visible along Corso XXIX

and its vital role as a market-place since the

Aprile [21]. North to South: Pulcheri Palace [22], and Novello Palace [23]

13th

(18th century) with its big marble coat of arms. Past the crossroads: Spinelli

century is closely connected to the

strategic position of Castelfranco in the middle

[24] (16th century) and Bovolini-Soranzo Palaces [25], both decorated

of Veneto. For centuries up until a few dozen

with frescoes illustrating mythological scenes.

years ago, almost anything could be traded

In the Bastia Vecchia quarter, along Via S. Giacomo, there is St. James'

here, from cereals to pottery, from legumes

Church [26], erected in 1420 and renovated between 1728 and 1732,

to textiles, from seeds to cordage. The cattle

probably based on a project by Giorgio Massari (1687-1766). Beyond its

market was held on Fridays, and on rainy

sober façade lies a true jewel of architecture, where several valuable

days the animals were sheltered under the

artworks are housed: an apse altarpiece (1616-1617) by Pietro Damini; six

arcades, today transformed into an elegant promenade. All around the market

marble altars on the sides; the magnificent main

square, were craftsmen's shops of every kind. In the 16th century, the so-called

altar; the luminous altarpiece of the third altar on

Hosteria della Spada [19] (Piacentini Palace, with frescoes by Cesare

the left (ca. 1740) by Egidio Dall'Oglio; the 18th

Castagnola) was erected, and soon became a favourite lodging place for

century wooden choir with walnut

merchants and royal attendants. In 1420 the Venetian Republic ordered the

carved seats. Close to the Southern

construction of a loggia, the Paveion (pavilion) [20], called “Loggia dei

flank of the church, St. James'

Grani”, re-built in 1603, as a centre for trade negotiations. Visible both from

Monastery [27], erected in 1420

the celebration of Mass.

the Square and the Corso, the monument to Giorgione, erected in 1878 on

and re-built early in the 18th century;

The cloister of St. James'

the occasion of the 4th centenary of the painter's birth, stands on an artificial

on the Northern flank of the

island in the moat. The statue was

Church, the so-called Palazzetto

created by sculptor Augusto

Preti [28], built between 1761 and

Benvenuti, whereas the landscape

1769, the only portion of the

scenery was designed by architect

monumental hospital planned by Francesco Maria Preti, which

Antonio Caregaro Negrin.

remained incomplete because the hospital was re-located to

The façades of the many palaces
of the rich and noble historic families

TOURIST INFO
St. James' Church can
usually be visited during

Monastery (also Servi di
Maria's Monastery) is open
to visitors on weekdays
during school term-time
(as it is used by the Music
School).
Palazzetto Preti is only
open to the public during
exhibitions organised by

the now demolished Cappuccini Monastery (which once

the town council

occupied the site of the “D. Sartor Old People's Home”).

(tel. 0423.720563).
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On the right and below: the façade
of Villa Revedin-Bolasco, built
between 1852 and 1865 on
Giambattista Meduna's design.
The Hispanic-Moresque style greenhouse
in the Revedin-Bolasco Park.

Borgo TREVISO: RICCATI-AZZONI
AVOGADRO CARRADORI Palace, COLONNA
Palace, REVEDIN-BOLASCO Villa and Park.

Middle of the page: a bird's eye view
of the Revedin-Bolasco Park.

North of the Borgo Treviso quarter there are several palaces of great
historical and artistic value. Just past the palaces, the boundary wall of
the imposing Villa Revedin-Bolasco encircles one of the most extraordinary
Romantic English gardens to be seen in Italy.

architect Giambattista Meduna's design by
order of Count Francesco Revedin (1811-1869),
the podestà and

Beyond Ponte delle Guglie
(Pinnacle Bridge) bearing an
engraving of 1591, the Riccati Palace
- now belonging to the Azzoni
Avogadro Carradori family - faces
Borgo Treviso and extends down to Via
Ospedale with its rustic homes designed by
Giordano Riccati (1709-1790). Its cement
façade by architect Giovanni Sardi was erected in
1908 to cover the pre-existing 18th century one.
The austere Colonna Palace (ca. 1560) - now Rainati built following Ionic-style proportions, was extended to the
East in the mid-18th century. On the Eastern side there are also the Corner
Palaces, erected in the second half of the 17th century and demolished at the
Below, the inside of
Villa Revedin-Bolasco
Stables.
The “arena-cavallerizza”
in the Revedin-Bolasco Park
encircled by statues by
Orazio Marinali and his
apprentices (17th century).

first mayor of Castelfranco in 1866. The
dance-hall painted by Giacomo Casa, and the
stylish stables are well worth a look. Count
Revedin also ordered a Romantic English garden to
replace the Corner “Paradise”, known as the
Revedin-Bolasco Park [29] designed by Meduna and
other famous landscape designers of the day, including
Francesco Bagnara and Marc Guignon from France.
However, today's design, dating back to 1868-1878, is the
work of a Vicenza architect, Antonio Caregaro Negrin. A stroll
round the Park reveals enchanting views dappled with rays of light,
ever-changing shades and colours, trees and ponds, meadows and
thickets, small bridges and man-made hillocks. Buildings are dotted here and
there: the Hispanic-Moresque style greenhouse, a "cavana" (hut), the tower,

beginning of the 19th by the Revedin family, who took over

and lastly, to the north, a true masterpiece, the so-called "arena-cavallerizza",

the legacy of the Venetian nobles' Corner. The Revedins

Count Revedin's beloved riding ground featuring dozens of

reduced the extant Italian-style garden to an agricultural

statues from the 17th century by Orazio Marinali from Bassano

field, which led to the disappearance of the so-called Corner

and his apprentices, and two equestrian statues on high plinths.

“Paradise” celebrated by writers and travellers. Villa Revedin

Statues, horses, and the Western gate dovecot tower are all that

21 to November 2.

[29], then Bolasco, was built between 1852 and 1865 on

remain of the Corner "Paradise garden", where the 15th-16th

Call the "Associazione

century family villa and annexes were located in the area of the
park now facing Borgo Treviso. The Park, extending over an

TOURIST INFO
The Revedin-Bolasco Park
can be visited from March

Amici Parco Bolasco"
(cell. 337.805304) or
Giorgione's Home (tel.

area of 7.63 hectares, boasts over 1,000 trees of 65 different

0423.725022) for details

species, 35 of which are between 75 and 125 years old, as well

of visiting times and

as 440 plants ranging from 50 to 70 years old.

access.
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eating and drinking

the Suburbs

Castelfranco Variegated Radish

The suburbs. Awaiting the visitor to the suburbs of

(official name in Italian: Radicchio Variegato di Castelfranco) is a clump

Castelfranco Veneto are many churches and sanctuaries, archaeological

of custard-white leaves with violet to bright red veins. In 1996 it was
registered under the “Protected Geographical Indication” (in Italian Igp)
trademarks. Attracting thousands of visitors every year, Castelfranco offers

and Mediaeval sites, villas and parks, vestiges of a civilization that
reached its peak during Venetian rule (1339-1797), when superb,
unrivalled works of art were created, such as the spectacular Palladian
Villa Emo in Fanzolo.

tradition, quality and hospitality in its hotels, restaurants, and trattorias.

Past the Muson torrent, in Sant'Andrea,

The cuisine on offer in Castelfranco today remains faithful to the

the 16th century Villa Corner Tiepolo,

traditions of the finest local recipes, by promoting and constantly improving

now Chiminelli, includes a Farmhouse

its distinctive local produce. There are many restaurants and tavernas where

Museum, its inner and outer façades

visitors can sample traditional dishes, often re-worked by excellent cooks

displaying frescoes of the Veronese

and accompanied by the best wines from two very important D.O.C. areas:

school. In Riese Pio X, Pope Pius X's

the Valdobbiadene-Conegliano area and the Montello-Colli Asolani.

house (1835-1914) and the 18th century Villa Gradenigo

Among the most renowned local specialities are the “Fregolotta” - a dry

(now the Town Hall) are both open to the public.

Above: Villa Emo (ca. 1557-1558),
Fanzolo, designed by Andrea
Palladio and frescoed
by Giovanni Battista Zelotti.

cake made with flour, almonds, eggs, salt and milk custard - and especially

South-East of Castelfranco, between Casacorba and Cavasagra,

the celebrated “Radicchio Variegato di Castelfranco” (Castelfranco Variegated

the Country Park of the Sources of the River Sile is well

Radish, often referred to as “the eatable flower” due to the beautiful, soft

worth a visit, and so is Villa Corner (18th century) in Cavasagra. Villa Emo in

colours of its leaves which make it look more like a flower). People who

Fanzolo is certainly one of the most interesting and spectacular attractions the

visited the exhibition held in Treviso in 1900 under the Loggia in Piazza dei

area has to offer visitors. Designed by architect Andrea di Pietro, known as Palladio

Signori spoke of “veined radish bunches resembling beautiful roses". Each

(1508-1580) and commissioned by Leonardo Emo junior (1532-1586), the son of

Castelfranco radish is made of several rounds of leaves starting
flat at the base and gradually opening into a crown of
petals. Its scent is almost imperceptible, its taste is

Below: S. Andrea (past the Muson),
Villa Corner Tiepolo, now Chiminelli.

Giovanni Emo, its construction commenced in 1557-1558. An ingenious
multi-purpose site, this residence/temple/farmhouse encompassed dual roles as a
working farm and a sumptuous residence for the nobleman and his family. The

delicately but unmistakably sweet and slightly bitter

central body of the building incorporates a monumental Doric-style loggia with

at the same time, its leaves - or petals - are light and

the Emo coat of arms on the pediment. On either end of the “barchessas” with

crunchy.
Traditional local restaurants serve the
Castelfranco radish in wintertime in a number of
dishes including entrées, first and main courses,

porticoes, two dovecot towers complete the front. The frescoes in the hall and
inside the main area by Verona painter Giovanni Battista Zelotti (1526-1578)
represent the ideals of the Venetian noblemen of that time: in the splendid
isolation of the country, passions and vices may

and also in cakes and grappas. In December, it is

be overcome, the villa is a seat of virtue, and the

celebrated with a great feast dedicated to it in Giorgione

gentlemen's life can be conducted accordingly;

Square, with prizes awarded to the best local producers.

the villa is seen as a sanctuary for study and
labour: the true riches of man.
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CASTELFRANCO VENETO, Giorgione’s NATIVE TOWN
[1] Civic Tower

29

[2] Tower of the Dead
[3] Giorgione Tower

[17] Giorgione's Home

19

[18] Giorgione Square
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20

[4] Academic Theatre
[5] Pawnshop

[16] Cathedral

[19] Hosteria della Spada
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[6] Town Hall

10

[7] Oratory of O. L. of M.
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[20] Paveion
[21] Corso XXIX Aprile
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[22] Pulcheri Palace

11
[8] Rainati Home

4

[9] Studiolo
[10] Piacentini Palace
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15
6

7

16

17
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[11] A. de Castellis Palace
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[12] Barbarella Home

[23] Novello Palace

9

5

[24] Spinelli Palace
[25] Bovolini-Soranzo Palace
[26] St. James' Church

14 2

[27] St. Jomes' Monastery

[13] Costanzo Home

[28] Palazzetto Preti

[14] Christ's Oratory

[29] Revedin-Bolasco Park

[15] Barea Home

